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WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:2, Interesting)

by Nyder (754090) Alter Relationship

Nice, here I live in Seattle, just off of downtown, can't get fiber optics, but hey, whatever. fuckers.

--
Be seeing you...

Re: (Score:2, Insightful)

by Teresita (982888) Alter Relationship
There's a record 7.6 million square miles of ice pack in Antarctica this year, but no, we need to
measure it melting.

Re: (Score:-1)

by Anonymous Coward

since you obviously dont believe there is any warming, then wouldn't it be
nice to have concrete data to support your position?

Re: (Score:1, Funny)

by Anonymous Coward

Why would that matter? We already have 18 years of no warming and the AWGers
deny that, along with every other of their claims being wrong.

›

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:3)

by Truth_Quark (219407) Friend on 2014-10-21 21:06 (#48201533) Journal

We already have 18 years of no warming

The last 6 months were the warmest on record for the NOAA and the
GISTEMP data sets, so I think that the hiatus may have finished.
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Throughout that time there was warming, it's just that the oceans and
cryosphere have seen more warming than the global mean surface
temperature.

along with every other of their claims being wrong.

CO2 is a greenhouse gas?

Sea level is rising?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:1, Troll)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend on 2014-10-21 21:53
(#48201645)

The last 6 months were the warmest on record for the NOAA and the
GISTEMP data sets, so I think that the hiatus may have finished.

NOAA ignores its own satellite records (which it previously claimed
were more accurate than surface temperature measurements) to make
that claim.

And it's just like them to do so. They choose whichever dataset that
supports their pre-formed conclusions. The satellite record has shown a
slight but real cooling trend for a decade and a half, and a year that has
actually been one of the COOLEST on record. Not the coldest ever, but
right down there in the bottom 10.

Also, sea level is not rising. That is to say, it isn't rising any faster today
than it has for the last couple of hundred years. About 1-1.5 mm per
year, on average.

The amount of fudging that NOAA and its NCDC have to accomplish to
make this year actually look warm, much less a record, is nothing short
of incredible. I mean that word literally: in-credible.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:4)
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by Truth_Quark (219407) Friend on 2014-10-21 22:31
(#48201735) Journal

NOAA ignores its own satellite records (which it previously
claimed were more accurate than surface temperature
measurements) to make that claim.

Land based measurements are much more directly related to
temperature, than satellites, and don't have the problems of
interpreting the MSU readings as temperature, orbital drift, the
fact that there have been fewer than three instruments in orbit for
much of the time making calibration guesswork, and correcting
for what the satellite orbits are passing over.

I would be very surprised if NOAA every claimed that satellite
derived near-surface temperatures were more accurate than met
stations. Do you have a link to one of the places that they make
this claim? (Or did you just make it up yourself, and hope that
people would believe you?)

And in what way did they ignore their own satellite records?

The satellite record has shown a slight but real cooling trend for a
decade and a half, and a year that has actually been one of the
COOLEST on record.

Okay, again you're going to need to provide a source. I know of
two groups interpreting satellite data. There's a couple of skeptics
at UHA, and their satellite temperatures show this over the last 15
years. As you can see, it shows a warming trend.

The other is by a private company called Remote Sensing
Systems. Their data looks like this. A very slight cooling, that I
cannot believe would be "real cooling trend", if by real you mean
statistically significant.
(The fact that the difference in warming trends spans the
difference in the warming trends of the land-based measurements
is indicative that the satellite temperatures are in fact, less
accurate than land based ones.)

Also, sea level is not rising. That is to say, it isn't rising any faster
today than it has for the last couple of hundred years.

If the sea is rising, then it is warming. Sea level rise is caused by
thermal expansion and by melting land ice. Both require energy
in.

But your claim that it is not accelerating does not have any
consensus from the scientific community. Most people would say
that it is accelerating. For instance: There is considerable

variability in the rate of rise during the twentieth century but

there has been a statistically significant acceleration since 1880
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and 1900 of 0.009 ± 0.003 mm year2 and 0.009 ± 0.004 mm

year2, respectively. - Church and White (2011)

The amount of fudging that NOAA and its NCDC have to
accomplish to make this year actually look warm, much less a
record, is nothing short of incredible. I mean that word literally:
in-credible.

Given your questionable points above, I also question this
conclusion. What is the basis of your claim of "fudging". Are you
one of these conspiracy theorists who claim that the vast majority
of scientists advance their careers by producing papers that claim
results that aren't reproducible? Because that is literally
in-credible.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:1)

by Eunuchswear (210685) Alter Relationship on
2014-10-22 6:57 (#48203641) Journal

The other is by a private company called Remote Sensing
Systems. Their data looks like this. A very slight cooling,
that I cannot believe would be "real cooling trend", if by
real you mean statistically significant.

And of course that famous AGW alarmist Dr Roy Spencer
is on records as thinking that there is something wrong with
the RSS dataset.

--
Watch this Heartland Institute video
Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane's makin' stuff up. (Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-22 7:41
(#48204005)

It looks like the RSS team agrees: "A similar, but

stronger case can be made using surface

temperature datasets, which I consider to be more
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reliable than satellite datasets." -
http://www.remss.com/blog/recent-slowing-
rise-global-temperatures

The RSS satellite temperature reconstruction is the
minority report. The UAH satellite temperature
reconstruction agrees largely with the surface station
datasets. The contrarians want to hang their hat on
the minority report. Strange that.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-22 3:10 (#48202295)

Here is satellite vs land. Which one shows the hiatus? They look
about the same to me. It also looks like the trend over the last half
of the satellite record is greater than the trend in the first half. So
what are you talking about?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-22 7:44 (#48204035)

NOAA do NOT ignore their own satellite records.

They never claimed it was more accurate (how could a model of
how a thick volume of radiating gas being spotted miles away,
turned into a temperature profile with that model and then
interpreted into a surface temperature be more accurate than a
thermometer you can damn well calibrate thermally?), they
claimed it had far more coverage and that it agreed with the
surface records that the world was warming.

HOW THE FUCK can you make such asinine claims?

The deniers chop and change which satellite record they want to
take to "prove" cooling. None of them do. RSS is the coolest at
the moment and shows +0.07C per decade warming (about half
the IPCC average, but the error bars on the RSS over that period
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overlap the IPCC mean). But that will change as each satellite has
a MODEL not a MEASURE of temperatures from irradiance
figures.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:0, Troll)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend on 2014-10-21 22:10
(#48201679)
If you don't believe, try looking HERE, and HERE.

I have quite a collection of official government raw data that show a
very different truth than what NOAA claims.

Hell, even the majority of climate scientists admit that it hasn't really
warmed for 16 years or more now. Their last best hope for explaining
why their CO2-warming climate models didn't correspond with reality
was that the "missing heat" was hiding in the deep ocean.

Alas, THIS PAIR OF PAPERS shows rather solidly that there isn't any
"missing heat" being stored in the deep oceans.

Too bad, so sad. Which is sarcasm, of course. People should be
celebrating (and some are). But too many are so caught up in their ties
to research grants or their "CO2 religion" to admit they're looking more
foolish by the day.
Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:3)

by Truth_Quark (219407) Friend on 2014-10-21 22:56
(#48201771) Journal

If you don't believe, try looking HERE [wordpress.com], and
HERE [wordpress.com].

You think if I read some anti-science blogs I would find that
science is all wrong, and that the real truth can only be found in
blogs that say that the scientists are all lying?

Do you think that would help?
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What kind of luddite world are you posting from?

I have quite a collection of official government raw data that
show a very different truth than what NOAA claims.

I suspect that this is bullshit.

The luddite blogs you linked to only discussed the USA for a
reason: There is a time of observation bias that is in one direction
in that data set. For the global data set the adjustments average
nearly zero.

NOAA's claim (verified by GISTemp), is that the last 6 months
are the warmest ever globally.

Hell, even the majority of climate scientists admit that it hasn't
really warmed for 16 years or more now.

Really. Citation please.

Their last best hope for explaining why their CO2-warming
climate models didn't correspond with reality was that the
"missing heat" was hiding in the deep ocean.

That would explain sea level rising unabated, wouldn't it?

What's the luddite explanation for that? Alas, THIS PAIR
[nature.com] OF PAPERS [nature.com] shows rather solidly that
there isn't any "missing heat" being stored in the deep oceans.

I see you don't read your own links very well. From the abstract
of the first paper:
These adjustments yield large increases (2.2–7.1 × 1022 J 35

yr1) to current global upper-ocean heat content change

estimates, and have important implications for sea level, the

planetary energy budget and climate sensitivity assessments.

The second paper also confirms warming, explicitly in the
abstract.
The net warming of the ocean implies an energy imbalance for

the Earth of 0.64 ± 0.44 W m2 from 2005 to 2013.

That estimate agrees with the 0.9 W/m-1 that is calculated from
energy imbalance, which shows the opposite of what you claim.
The warming of the oceans is consistent with accepted values of
global warming.

Too bad, so sad. Which is sarcasm, of course. People should be
celebrating (and some are). But too many are so caught up in their
ties to research grants or their "CO2 religion" to admit they're
looking more foolish by the day.
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Pro tip: Try to get one of my facts right before calling the
scientific community "foolish".

There is probably another reason people aren't celebrating.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend on
2014-10-22 9:42 (#48205163)

You think if I read some anti-science blogs I would find that
science is all wrong, and that the real truth can only be
found in blogs that say that the scientists are all lying?

What makes you think "Steve Goddard's" blog is "anti-
science"? Because it doesn't conform to your world-view?
That's name-calling, not an argument.

Goddard examines raw data records and compares against
the "adjusted" data. This is what allowed him (and others)
to show the massive amount of manipulation that is done to
data that comes out of NCDC, and GISS in particular. GISS

has been widely criticized for questionable manipulation

of its data sets, and in fact not long ago it was found (by
who? your "anti-science" Steve Goddard that NCDC was
improperly "infilling" as much as 40% of its data in some
cases from temperature stations that were offline or did not
even exist.

Not only that, NCDC publicly admitted that infilling was a
problem, that they had known about it (for some
unspecified time), and that they "intended to fix it" at some
unspecified time in the future. Nobody knows how long
they had known about it or when they intend to fix it.

Obviously, nobody needs to "fix" something that is working
properly.

Granted, Goddard got some things wrong in the beginning,
but lately he's been getting a lot more right, as even GISS
has admitted.

Further, your sources are not all "independent", since most
of them incestuously rely on the same questionable data
sets. It doesn't have to be "a conspiracy" or "lying", if they
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all work with the same questionable data. This is a valid
point that people have been making for well over a decade.

So don't sit there and tell me what your vaunted sources
say, until you address the data they are all using. There are
KNOWN serious problems with it. Not just minor problems;
big ones.

I suspect that this is bullshit.

You suspect incorrectly. My "collection" consists of web
links to official data, of course, it's not all right here on my
hard drive. But I do have it. Don't expect me to post it all
here on Slashdot. Regardless, your "suspicions" are
irrelevant.

I see you don't read your own links very well. From the
abstract of the first paper: These adjustments yield large
increases (2.2â"7.1 Ã-- 1022 J 35 yr1) to current global
upper-ocean heat content change estimates, and have
important implications for sea level, the planetary energy
budget and climate sensitivity assessments.

I see you didn't read my comment very well, AND have
poor analysis skills. First, the conclusion is drawn from the

second paper, which references the first. Second, the Argo
array has been measuring the upper-level sea temperatures
since 2005. THOSE temperatures are no surprise and have
already been accounted for.

Deep ocean warming was the last gasp attempt to show that
the CO2-based warming models were sound, by discovering
the "missing heat" that they predict. There is none.
Therefore the CO2-based warming models are unsound.

You can try to obfuscate this fact all you like, but it really
doesn't get much simpler than that.

Hell, even the majority of climate scientists admit that it
hasn't really warmed for 16 years or more now.

Really. Citation please.

Seriously? Do you know absolutely nothing about the
subject you are discussing, and pretending to refute me on?

Even the latest IPCC AR report, which is of course based
largely on the questionable mentioned data above, admitted
that warming in the last 15 years has been a paltry 0.075
degrees C. Read it yourself. 10 seconds on Google can find
the actual report.
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If there wasn't a real "pause", why would Pachauri say this
in 2012? Doesn't IPCC represent what alarmists have been
claiming are the majority of "mainstream scientists"?

Hadley Centre/CRU temperature records -- the ones that
largely started this whole alarmism thing -- themselves now
show no warming for over 17 years.

This continued claiming that the trends in temperature data
are significantly upward, when the actual "trend" is far
smaller than the error bars, must stop. It's garbage science.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-22 13:45
(#48207703)
He is a blogger who believes there is a global
conspiracy to suppress the truth about the global
temperature record. He apparently must believe that
skeptics Spencer and Christy are in on the conspiracy
since their satellite temperature reconstruction
corroborates the surface station record. If you're
getting your information from a blog that accuses
scientists of fraud on a regular basis then you may be
on the fringe of the internet and should not be
surprised if people don't take you seriously.
Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:3)

by Truth_Quark (219407) Friend on 2014-10-22
14:01 (#48207811) Journal

What makes you think "Steve Goddard's" blog is
"anti-science"?

Because he's got no scientific research background,
and he spreads the standard anti-science agenda, for
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the standard George C Marshall Institute-funded
culprits. If someone has a scientific point, and isn't a
charlatan, they usually publish in the scholarly
literature so that the scientific community can vet
what they write. Going straight to the public with
ideas that aren't in the literature is a sign of
anti-science.

Goddard examines raw data records and compares
against the "adjusted" data.

Then he's focussing on the USA data, because the
global data's adjustment is about 0. The cause of the
bias in the adjustments to the USA data is a general
shift in the time of observation across the country. It's
warmer and 2pm than it is at 10am. So you have to
adjust if you want to compare temperatures at 10am
with ones at 2pm.

Steve Goddard that NCDC was improperly "infilling"
as much as 40% of its data in some cases from
temperature stations that were offline or did not even
exist

If he's doesn't understand all the adjustments, he
should ask the NCDC about them, they're the
experts. It is quite normal for a station to be removed
for purposes of estimating the trend of a grid, if it
shows signs of being anomalous. Such as a step
change that didn't occur at surrounding stations, or a
trend that is too different from that of surrounding
stations.

Different temperature data sets have different
policies on infilling where there is no data in the grid.
GISTemp interpolates from the trend in adjacent
grids, or the nearest grid that does have data.
HadCRU calculates the temperature based on grids
that they have data for. I don't know NCDC's policy,
but "infilling" is one of the things that is done.

Not only that, NCDC publicly admitted that infilling
was a problem, that they had known about it (for
some unspecified time), and that they "intended to fix
it" at some unspecified time in the future. Nobody
knows how long they had known about it or when
they intend to fix it.

They said the temperatures are "as intended", and
there was no problem. They were intending to add a
flag to the final data to show which temperature
stations were interpolated because of anomalous
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trends or step changes.

Obviously, nobody needs to "fix" something that is
working properly.

The presence or absence of a flag on the data to show
its provenance does not mean it is not working
properly.

Granted, Goddard got some things wrong in the
beginning, but lately he's been getting a lot more
right, as even GISS has admitted.

Have they. Do you have a link to this admission?

Further, your sources are not all "independent", since
most of them incestuously rely on the same
questionable data sets.

There are two links. One to the CSIRO sea level rise
data and one to the energy imbalance data. They
don't rely on the same data, and they're not about the
same thing.

So don't sit there and tell me what your vaunted
sources say, until you address the data they are all
using. There are KNOWN serious problems with it.
Not just minor problems; big ones

That's not a big problem, nor a problem. Trends for
stations are interpolated if the station's trend is
clearly anomalous. This happens both up and down,
and the net effect is almost exactly zero on the global
trend.

Cherry picking one that has been adjusted up, and
making a big song and dance ignores the fact that that
is not representative of the adjustments, and frankly,
that the adjustments are quite correct to make.

My "collection" consists of web links to official data,
of course, it's not all right here on my hard drive. But
I do have it. Don't expect me to post it all here on
Slashdot.

If it's not on your hard drive how did you analyse it?

Why can't you post the links on slashdot?

Deep ocean warming was the last gasp attempt to
show that the CO2-based warming models were
sound, by discovering the "missing heat" that they
predict. There is none. Therefore the CO2-based
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warming models are unsound.

Implied radiative forcing from ocean temperature in
your paper: 0.64 ± 0.44 W/m2.
Radiative forcing according to Trenberth: 0.9 W/m2

These agree, because 0.9 is within 0.64 ± 0.44

Giving support not refutation to the models.

Read it yourself. 10 seconds on Google can find the
actual report.

No citation then. You're just making things up again?

Hadley Centre/CRU temperature records -- the ones
that largely started this whole alarmism thing --
themselves now show no warming for over 17 years.

Wrong.

This continued claiming that the trends in
temperature data are significantly upward, when the
actual "trend" is far smaller than the error bars, must
stop. It's garbage science.

While I am beginning to consider you an authority on
garbage science, global warming doesn't just mean
near surface air temperature warming. The oceans
are in the globe. The cryosphere is in the globe.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-22 14:16
(#48207951) Homepage Journal

Granted, Goddard got
some things wrong in
the beginning, but
lately he's been
getting a lot more
right, as even GISS
has admitted. [Jane
Q. Public]
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Have they. Do you have a link to
this admission? [Truth_Quark]

Do you really want to ask for that link? Watch
what happened the last time someone asked
Jane/Lonny Eachus for that link:

GISS ADMITTED GODDARD
WAS RIGHT. YOU DIDN’T
KNOW. YOU’RE IGNORANT
OF THE FACTS. LEARN THEM.
MEANTIME, GO AWAY. [Lonny
Eachus, 2014-08-30]

Try Google, dumbshit. Unless you
don’t know how. It took me all of
20 seconds. ... Why? Why should I
do this for you? Would you like
me to wash your balls too?
Answer: no. ... The fact I WON’T
wash your balls for you is not
evidence that they don’t exist. The
fact that YOU won’t, IS. ...
Correct. To all outside observers,
so far, your balls don’t exist. Why
don’t you prove that they do?
show us. ... Should we just
ASSUME it? Or, like you, should
we require that you SHOW US? ...
To make an even better analogy:
there is a picture of them that has
been posted online by your
girlfriend. ... BUT we don’t believe
you really have any. Should we
ask you to prove they’re yours?
Every time we discuss it? [Lonny
Eachus, 2014-08-30]

Sorry, dude. You aren’t going to
get me to wash your balls. The rest
of us are looking at pictures of
your girlfriend. wondering when
you’re going to say “I won’t hang
them out again just for you. Look
it up.” [Lonny Eachus,
2014-08-30]

Are you REALLY that fucking
stupid? [Lonny Eachus,
2014-08-30]
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I’ve insulted you because you
deserve it. Arguments were made.
Your inability to absorb them is
not evidence. [Lonny Eachus,
2014-08-30]

I guarantee something: that
doesn’t make ME an asshole. I’ll
leave it up to others what it does
mean. [Lonny Eachus,
2014-08-30]

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:3)

by Truth_Quark (219407) Friend on
2014-10-22 17:37 (#48209297) Journal

Try Google, dumbshit. Unless you don’t know
how. It took me all of 20 seconds.

Hmmm. Doesn't inspire confidence does it?

Since GISS's is the Goddard Institute of Space
Studies, googling "GISS" and "Goddard" gets a
lot of hits. GISS and "Steve Goddard" gets a
whole stack of denier blogs.

I'm going to call this Myth Busted on the 20
seconds claim alone.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-23 17:10 (#48217449)
Ah, the muckraker troll rears his head again.

Would you all like to see his dumbass failure at
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trying to school me in thermodynamics? All
you have to do is follow his comments back a
ways. A long ways... because he kept making
the same nonsense arguments, over, and over,
and over again, even after he had been shown
how wrong they were.

I will invite everyone to my complete writeup
(which, unlike his comments, won't take others
out of context or distort their statements... I
promise a true accounting). This will take quite
a while since he was actually trolling about this
for over two years, in various forums.
Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-23 17:16 (#48217467)

I'm going to call this Myth Busted on the 20
seconds claim alone.

You call it wrong. If all you did was Google
"GISS" and "Goddard", that's a pretty obvious
fail. You look pretty silly basing any call on
that.

You know, it's funny how "khayman80", and
people like you, who write in ways that are
remarkably similar, tend to pop up at the same
time in the same places. And in particular,
much like the comments by "khayman80", all
of "your" comments seem to be about global
warming (aka "climate change").

Hmmmm.... I think I smell yet another
sockpuppet. Does anybody know how long
"Truth_Quark" has been around Slashdot?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 
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Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-23 18:19
(#48217751) Homepage Journal

... Would you all like to see his
dumbass failure at trying to school
me in thermodynamics? All you
have to do is follow his comments
back a ways. A long ways...
because he kept making the same
nonsense arguments, over, and
over, and over again, even after he
had been shown how wrong they
were. ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-22]

Jane keeps insisting that this Sky Dragon Slayer
equation describes electrical heating power:

My energy conservation equation
is this: electrical power in =
(epsilon * sigma) * T^4 * area =
radiant power out [Jane Q.
Public, 2014-10-08]

Once again, that violates conservation of
energy. Draw a boundary around the heat
source:
power in = electrical heating power + radiative
power in from the chamber walls
power out = radiative power out from the heat
source

Jane's equation wrongly cancels "radiative
power in" with a nonexistent term.

The BASIS of “greenhouse
warming” -- back radiation -- has
been SCIENTIFICALLY shown to
be a load of hogwash. [Lonny
Eachus, 2014-10-14]

No, Jane/Lonny Eachus's Slayer nonsense has
been scientifically shown to violate
conservation of energy. Unless, of course,
Jane/Lonny can finally write down an energy
conservation equation before wrongly
"cancelling" terms?

It's fascinating that Jane/Lonny Eachus keeps
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insisting that mainstream physics is a hogwash
dumbass failure. Jane/Lonny just needs to
inform "dumbasses" like Prof. Brown, Dr. Joel
Shore, physicists in the National Academies of
Science, the American Institute of Physics, the
American Physical Society, the Australian
Institute of Physics, the European Physical
Society, etc.

Jane/Lonny's Sky Dragon Slayer nonsense is so
ridiculous that even prominent climate
contrarians are rational enough to back away
from the Slayers:

Dr. Fred Singer finds it "surprising that
this simplistic argument is used by
physicists, and even by professors who
teach thermodynamics. One can show
them data of downwelling infrared
radiation from CO2, water vapor, and
clouds, which clearly impinge on the
surface. But their minds are closed to
any such evidence." The comments
prove his point.
Dr. Roy Spencer "clearly demonstrates
that IR absorbing gases (greenhouse
gases) reduce the Earth's ability to cool
to outer space. No amount of
obfuscation or strawman arguments in
the comments section, below, will be
able to get around this fact."
Anthony Watts banned one of the
original authors because of his nutty
comments and later called the argument
"rubbish ".
In a thread that was deleted after a
lawsuit threat, Prof. Judith Curry
observed that the Sky Dragon group
"damaged the credibility of skepticism
about climate change and provides a
convenient target when people want to
refer to 'deniers' and crackpots."
Lucia Liljegren calls the book muddled
and confusing after being overwhelmed
by the errors in a single chapter.
Jeff Condon "will no longer discuss or
even acknowledge his fake radiation
nonsense here ... the second law
backradiation bullshit needs to go away
until a proper mathematical foundation
supports it."
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Even Lord Monckton finds the Sky
Dragon arguments exasperating, because
they "fly in the face of experiments that
even children can perform". As Joel
Shore notes: "You know how far out in
space your scientific reasoning is when
Lord Monckton looks like a paragon of
scientific thought by comparison!"

Again, even those contrarians are able to
recognize that the correct equation (neglecting
reflections) is:

electrical heating power per square meter +
(e*s)*T4^4 = (e*s)*T1^4

Note that this equation obeys conservation of
energy because it accounts for the temperature
of the chamber walls.

Even the analysis Jane reviewed himself and
found well-designed uses that equation on page
16 to describe the radiative component of
heating power. Note that they don't use Jane's
Slayer equation which stubbornly refuses to
account for the temperature of the ambient
chamber walls, which violates conservation of
energy.

So not only do the vast majority of physicists
disagree with Jane's Slayer nonsense, most
climate contrarians are also rational enough to
back away from the Slayers. Even the
convicted scam artist who conned Jane and
Lonny Eachus knows better than to ask Sky
Dragon Slayers to prop up his latest scam.

So why is Jane/Lonny Eachus still regurgitating
Sky Dragon Slayer nonsense, when all
Jane/Lonny has to do to recognize they're
wrong is try to write down an energy
conservation equation without wrongly
"cancelling" terms?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon

Slayer (Score:2)
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by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-23 19:39 (#48218113)

Jane keeps insisting that this Sky Dragon Slayer
equation describes electrical heating power:

In a particular, very specific context, which
you have not bothered to explain here.

No, Jane/Lonny Eachus's Slayer nonsense has
been scientifically shown to violate
conservation of energy.

No, it hasn't. It has been "khayman80 shown

to violate something... I'm not sure what. But
you "scientifically" show squat... you didn't
even use the appropriate equations for the
context of the problem under discussion.

I repeat: your use of a heat transfer equation,
rather than a radiant power equation, to
calculate the radiant power output of the
hottest object in an isolated vacuum
environment is just laughable. Your own
"power in = power out" claim shows it to be
wrong. It contradicts your own calculations,
which I showed to be wrong 3 different ways.
Hell, you even got some simple math wrong.

Your repeated, out-of context claims
notwithstanding.

I repeat: I will be publishing this for all to see.
Your repeated protests are only going to make
you look that much more foolish... or
dishonest. I'll let the readers decide on that
one.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-23 20:08
(#48218191) Homepage Journal

... I repeat: your use of a heat
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transfer equation, rather than a
radiant power equation, to
calculate the radiant power output
of the hottest object in an isolated
vacuum environment is just
laughable. Your own "power in =
power out" claim shows it to be
wrong. It contradicts your own
calculations, which I showed to be
wrong 3 different ways. Hell, you
even got some simple math
wrong. ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-23]

Once again, Jane confuses "radiant power
output" with "electrical heating power". Since
"electrical heating power" is zero if the
chamber walls are at the same temperature as
the source, Jane is simply wrong to use a
"radiant power output" equation to describe
"electrical heating power". As I just explained,
mainstream physicists and even most climate
contrarians agree that "electrical heating
power" has to account for the chamber wall
temperature.

If Jane tried just once to write down an energy
conservation equation for a boundary around
the source without wrongly "cancelling" terms,
he'd realize that this Slayer nonsense is wrong.

Or maybe Jane could listen to Prof. Brian Cox.
Jane/Lonny Eachus likes Prof. Brian Cox and
is very bothered by the fact that Prof. Cox
agrees with mainstream physics. Jane/Lonny
urges Prof. Cox to take time from his obviously
busy schedule to review the actual state of the
science on this extremely important subject.

Jane/Lonny seems to think that physicists just
need to be told the glorious Sky Dragon Slayer
"truth" and then they'll happily abandon
conservation of energy. Maybe Jane/Lonny
Eachus could convince physicists like Prof.
Cox by finally writing down an energy
conservation equation for a boundary around
the source without wrongly "cancelling" terms?
Or maybe Jane/Lonny could just ask Prof. Cox
if the required electrical heating power
depends on the cooler vacuum chamber wall
temperature?
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I bet Jane/Lonny Eachus $100 that Prof. Cox
answers "yes" to the previous question. Is
Jane/Lonny Eachus chicken?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:3)

by Truth_Quark (219407) Friend on
2014-10-23 22:36 (#48218823) Journal

You call it wrong.

Prove it.
If you can find it in 20 seconds, you could
have settled it to much better satisfaction by
providing the link.
I'm also going to call this myth busted on
failure on your part to find it as well as failure
on my part to find it.

If all you did was Google "GISS" and
"Goddard", that's a pretty obvious fail.

From the post to which you are replying:
GISS and "Steve Goddard" gets a whole stack

of denier blogs.

You know, it's funny how "khayman80", and
people like you, who write in ways that are
remarkably similar, tend to pop up at the same
time in the same places. And in particular,
much like the comments by "khayman80", all
of "your" comments seem to be about global
warming (aka "climate change").

It's certainly one of my interests.

Hmmmm.... I think I smell yet another
sockpuppet. Does anybody know how long
"Truth_Quark" has been around Slashdot?

The Userids are sequential, n00b.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 
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Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me?

(Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-24 9:20
(#48222819)

I think I smell yet another sockpuppet

This is my favorite of Jane's neuroses. Jane
would prefer to think that everyone who
disagrees with him are pawns of some maniacal
puppet master.rather than grapple with the fact
that he holds a fringe position.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon

Slayer (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-25 16:32 (#48231857)

Once again, Jane confuses "radiant power
output" with "electrical heating power".

I haven't "confused" anything. I understand
perfectly well how you think your own
erroneous "solution" to the problem worked...
or more accurately, didn't work.

I am very definitely not the party here who is
confused.

Or maybe Jane could listen to Prof. Brian Cox.
Jane/Lonny Eachus likes Prof. Brian Cox and
is very bothered by the fact that Prof. Cox
agrees with mainstream physics.

No, once again you've put words in my mouth
that I never actually stated. Why have you
kept doing that? Are you allergic to simply
telling the truth?

The experiment we were discussing was
Spencer's radiation experiment. Not "global
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warming". You keep trying to apply my
arguments about Spencer's challenge to the
broader issue of global warming, aka "climate
change", and it's not valid to do so. I have not
argued with you about that in many months,
and I do not intend to argue further with you
about that... because you do not argue
honestly. That isn't an idle comment; I have
pages and pages of proof.

If you want to ask him about what amounts to
a pretty straightforward textbook radiation
problem, go right ahead. But I already know
the answer -- which, in fact, I got from
textbooks on the subject -- so I don't have to
bet. You go ahead, if you want to.

The only reason I agreed to work through the
Spencer experiment with you was because I
already knew you were wrong, and wanted the
chance to show that to everybody,
unequivocally. Well, I got that chance. And as
soon as I get it written up (which as I have
stated before will take a while), I fully intend
to show everybody. You asked me if I really
was willing to publish the results, no matter the
outcome. Well, now that in fact it didn't go well
for you, sour grapes isn't going to get you
anywhere.

I have no other business with you, or
arguments with you. If you try to argue with
me I will not respond, except (possibly) to
show others where you err and misquote me.
And maybe not even then.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-25 17:07
(#48232021) Homepage Journal

... The experiment we were
discussing was Spencer's radiation
experiment. Not "global warming".
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You keep trying to apply my
arguments about Spencer's
challenge to the broader issue of
global warming, aka "climate
change", and it's not valid to do
so. ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-25]

Once again, how bizarre. The whole reason
Slayers deny that an enclosed source warms is
because that implies greenhouse gases can't
warm the surface:

.. the CO2-warming model rely on
the concept of "back radiation",
which physicists (not climate
scientists) have proved to be
impossible. I'm happy to leave
actual climate science to climate
scientists. But when THEIR
models rely on a fundamental
misunderstanding of physics, I'll
take the physicists' word for it,
thank you very much. .. [Jane Q.
Public, 2012-07-05]

... The only reason I agreed to
work through the Spencer
experiment with you was because
I already knew you were wrong,
and wanted the chance to show
that to everybody, unequivocally.
Well, I got that chance. And as
soon as I get it written up (which
as I have stated before will take a
while), I fully intend to show
everybody. You asked me if I
really was willing to publish the
results, no matter the outcome.
Well, now that in fact it didn't go
well for you, sour grapes isn't
going to get you anywhere. ...
[Jane Q. Public, 2014-10-25]

If Jane is so sure that his Sky Dragon Slayer
nonsense is correct, why can't he write down a
simple energy conservation equation around
the heated source without wrongly "cancelling"
terms? Ironically, this is the very first equation
needed to understand Spencer's experiment.
And Jane can't even get the first equation right.
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Prof. Cox is right: this isn't even degree-level
physics.

Jane, if you tried just once to write down an
energy conservation equation for a boundary
around the source without wrongly
"cancelling" terms, you'd realize all this Slayer
nonsense is wrong.

... maybe Jane/Lonny
could just ask Prof.
Cox if the required
electrical heating
power depends on the
cooler vacuum
chamber wall
temperature? I bet
Jane/Lonny Eachus
$100 that Prof. Cox
answers "yes" to the
previous question. Is
Jane/Lonny Eachus
chicken?

... If you want to ask him about
what amounts to a pretty
straightforward textbook radiation
problem, go right ahead. But I
already know the answer -- which,
in fact, I got from textbooks on the
subject -- so I don't have to bet.
You go ahead, if you want to. ...
[Jane Q. Public, 2014-10-]

In other words: bok bok bok BOKKKKK.
That's what I thought. Jane/Lonny Eachus is
chicken.

If Jane/Lonny Eachus were a real skeptic, he'd
at least consider the possibility that Jane's
"radiant power output" equation doesn't
describe "electrical heating power". Jane's
textbooks don't say to use a "radiant power
output" equation to describe "electrical heating
power".

That's why Jane is too chicken to ask Prof. Cox
if electrical heating power depends on the
cooler vacuum chamber wall temperature.
Because Jane's afraid that Prof. Cox will say
yes. If not, why did Prof. Cox say all these
things?
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Remember, Jane's noted that CO2 warming
models rely on the concept of "back radiation".
So if Jane and the Slayers are right about
Spencer's experiment, then why does Prof. Cox
agree that increasing CO2 warms Earth's
surface?

And Prof. Cox isn't alone, not by any stretch of
the imagination. For instance, Grant Petty is a
professor of atmospheric science and wrote A
First Course in Atmospheric Radiation. He
wrote a letter:

"To all Slayers: ... The models aren’t perfect;

no one says that they are. But they’re a

damned sight more grounded in real science

and physics than the naive but cocky “proofs”

published in blogs by the self-taught, and the

blanket unfounded assertions (“there is no

two-way exchange of radiation because we say

there isn’t”) that somehow passes for science

in this group.

In each of your cases, I predict that one of two

things is going to happen down the road: (1)

the gaps and contradictions in your own

collective understanding of physical and

climate science will become so evident that

you can no longer ignore them, and you just

might even feel a little shame at your roles in

aggressively promoting misinformation and

distrust of experts among those who aren’t

equipped to tell science from pseuodoscience;

or (2) you will close your eyes to that evidence

forever and continue to be the conspiracy

theorists who believe that you’re modern-day

Galileos fighting the evil scientific

establishment, and everything you see and

hear will be forced to fit into that paranoid

world-view no matter how divorced from

reality it is. ..."

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon

Slayer (Score:2)
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by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-26 11:27 (#48235515)
(Note: once again, I am not writing this for
your benefit, because we've been over all this
before. This is for other readers.)

Once again, how bizarre. The whole reason
Slayers deny that an enclosed source warms is
because that implies greenhouse gases can't
warm the surface:

I stipulated before we got into that discussion
that we were discussing ONLY Spencer's
experiment, nothing else. You agreed to that
condition. And now, you're violating it by
extrapolating my comments to a completely
different context. Which is no surprise to me at
all. And it is equally of no interest to me,
except where you distort my meaning by using
my words out of context.

In other words: bok bok bok BOKKKKK.
That's what I thought. Jane/Lonny Eachus is
chicken.

Hahahaha. I have already stated my reasons, so
let's be clear: I already know the answer to the
problem, and that answer is supported by
multiple textooks and experts in the field. So
please explain to me what possible motivation I
might have to bother, much less bet, Prof. Cox
about it?

As I wrote earlier, if you feel you would like to
make such a bet, go ahead. If I had been
"afraid" of what you would find, I would not
have encouraged you to do so. I just have zero
reason to do it myself.

If Jane/Lonny Eachus were a real skeptic, he'd
at least consider the possibility that Jane's
"radiant power output" equation doesn't
describe "electrical heating power". Jane's
textbooks don't say to use a "radiant power
output" equation to describe "electrical heating
power".

If I were a "real skeptic", I would have
researched the real answer to this problem.
But wait... I actually did! Unlike you, who
found some equation for "electrical heating
power" which applies to a space that is
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air-filled and subject to conduction and
convection, I looked up the actual power
equations for a vacuum-filled space with only
radiant heat transfer.

And Prof. Cox isn't alone, not by any stretch of
the imagination. For instance, Grant Petty is a
professor of atmospheric science and wrote A
First Course in Atmospheric Radiation. He
wrote a letter:

Spencer's experiment is not "atmospheric
radiation". It involves a vacuum.

The rest of your comment is similar irrelevant
straw-man fluff, attempting to support your
fallacy.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-26 13:41
(#48236293) Homepage Journal

... If I were a "real skeptic", I
would have researched the real
answer to this problem. But wait...
I actually did! Unlike you, who
found some equation for
"electrical heating power" which
applies to a space that is air-filled
and subject to conduction and
convection, I looked up the actual
power equations for a vacuum-
filled space with only radiant heat
transfer. ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-26]

No, I found a principle called "conservation of
energy" which states that power in = power out
through a boundary where nothing inside is
changing.

This is a very fundamental physics principle.
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In contrast, Jane found a "radiant power out"
equation, and wrongly assumed that "electrical
heating power = radiant power out" without
even trying to write down an energy
conservation equation without wrongly
"cancelling" terms.

If Jane tried to write down that energy
conservation equation just once, he'd realize
that "radiant power out" isn't equal to
"electrical heating power".

... maybe Jane/Lonny
could just ask Prof.
Cox if the required
electrical heating
power depends on the
cooler vacuum
chamber wall
temperature? I bet
Jane/Lonny Eachus
$100 that Prof. Cox
answers "yes" to the
previous question. Is
Jane/Lonny Eachus
chicken?

... I already know the answer to
the problem, and that answer is
supported by multiple textooks
and experts in the field. So please
explain to me what possible
motivation I might have to bother,
much less bet, Prof. Cox about
it? ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-26]

I didn't suggest that you bet Prof. Cox. I'm
betting you $100 that Prof. Cox agrees that
"electrical heating power" depends on the
cooler vacuum chamber wall temperature.

Jane's only possible motivation to bother would
be if Jane has a single shred of skepticism and
curiosity, and if Jane has any respect for Prof.
Cox.

The reason I suggested Jane ask Prof. Cox is
because Jane simply dismisses any physicist
who disagrees with him. I've repeatedly failed
to convince Jane that he might want to write
down an energy conservation equation to
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determine "electrical heating power". But Jane
might listen if a physicist he respects tells him
that electrical heating power depends on the
cooler vacuum chamber wall temperature.

... If I had been "afraid" of what
you would find, I would not have
encouraged you to do so. I just
have zero reason to do it myself. ...
[Jane Q. Public, 2014-10-26]

If you want me to ask him instead, then I'll
send him this tweet:

@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is
in a vacuum chamber with cooler walls.
Does heating power depend on the wall
temperature?

Jane, it's okay if you don't want to bet money.
But I'll only ask Prof. Cox that question if you
promise not to start calling him a dumbshit
dumbass fucking moron idiot if he says yes.
That hasn't been very educational.

I'll ask Prof. Cox that question, but only if Jane
promises that if Prof. Cox says "yes", Jane will
at least try to write down an energy
conservation equation without wrongly
"cancelling" terms to determine "electrical
heating power".

Deal?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon

Slayer (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-26 16:57 (#48237287)

No, I found a principle called "conservation of
energy" which states that power in = power out
through a boundary where nothing inside is
changing.

I am familiar with the principle and I made use
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of it in my calculations.

If you want me to ask him instead, then I'll
send him this tweet:

@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is
in a vacuum chamber with cooler walls. Does
heating power depend on the wall temperature?

Hahaha. You slay me. (Pun intended.) First,
you asked me to make him a BET, but you're
not willing to do it yourself? Second, you
honestly expect a tweet to describe the actual
conditions of the experiment? It took us
something like 2 days to even agree on that,
with hundreds of lines of messages back and
forth.

I do not take such things very seriously. Either
send him an honest and full description of the
problem (and I would want to see it to make
sure you were being honest, because you
haven't always been), or shut up about it. I am
tired of your games.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-26 17:09
(#48237349) Homepage Journal

If you want me to ask
him instead, then I'll
send him this tweet:

@ProfBrianCox, an
electrically heated
plate is in a vacuum
chamber with cooler
walls.
Does heating power
depend on the wall
temperature?

Hahaha. You slay me. (Pun
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intended.) First, you asked me to
make him a BET, but you're not
willing to do it yourself? Second,
you honestly expect a tweet to
describe the actual conditions of
the experiment? It took us
something like 2 days to even
agree on that, with hundreds of
lines of messages back and forth.

I do not take such things very
seriously. Either send him an
honest and full description of the
problem (and I would want to see
it to make sure you were being
honest, because you haven't
always been), or shut up about it. I
am tired of your games. [Jane Q.
Public, 2014-10-26]

Once again, I never asked you to make him a
bet. I'm betting you $100 that Prof. Cox agrees
that "electrical heating power" depends on the
cooler vacuum chamber wall temperature.

It's bizarre that Jane now insists that this
disagreement requires hundreds of lines. Just
yesterday, Jane said:

... If you want to ask him about
what amounts to a pretty
straightforward textbook radiation
problem, go right ahead. But I
already know the answer -- which,
in fact, I got from textbooks on the
subject -- so I don't have to bet.
You go ahead, if you want to. ...
[Jane Q. Public, 2014-10-25]

This is a pretty straightforward textbook
radiation problem. Jane, this is a simple yes/no
question:

@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is
in a vacuum chamber with cooler walls.
Does heating power depend on the wall
temperature?

Jane, my answer is "yes". What's yours? What
answer do you think mainstream physicists
would give to this simple yes/no question?
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Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon

Slayer (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend
on 2014-10-27 13:18 (#48245479)

Once again, I never asked you to make him a
bet. I'm betting you $100 that Prof. Cox agrees
that "electrical heating power" depends on the
cooler vacuum chamber wall temperature.

Well, pardon me for not reading it carefully.
But that's because you've conducted yourself
in a way that is impossible to take seriously.

It's bizarre that Jane now insists that this
disagreement requires hundreds of lines. Just
yesterday, Jane said:

I have the pages and pages of exchanges we
had over agreeing on the initial conditions of
the experiment. Denying that won't make them
disappear.

... If you want to ask him about what amounts
to a pretty straightforward textbook radiation
problem, go right ahead. But I already know
the answer -- which, in fact, I got from
textbooks on the subject -- so I don't have to
bet. You go ahead, if you want to

It *IS* a pretty straightforward radiation
problem. I didn't claim it was complex, I stated
that it took a while to be sure we were agreeing
on what the initial conditions are.

Once again you display your talent for
distorting another person's meaning. The fact
that describing the problem would take much
more than a simple tweet does not mean -- or
even imply -- that it is a particularly difficult
problem. It isn't, despite your strenuous
attempts to make it so.
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@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is
in a vacuum chamber with cooler walls. Does
heating power depend on the wall temperature?

Yes, it is a simple yes or no question. But it
doesn't sufficiently describe the problem. For
just one example, you haven't mentioned that
the walls are being actively cooled. You aren't
explaining that the input power to the heater is
fixed. You haven't mentioned the geometry or
the dimensions of the objects we discussed...
on and on and on.

The fact that your proposed tweet is a simple
yes-or-no question is irrelevant. It's not the
same question.

Jane, my answer is "yes". What's yours? What
answer do you think mainstream physicists
would give to this simple yes/no question?

Since that wasn't the question I was answering,
again this is irrelevant. Far too much is left out.
You're really good at these straw-man
arguments, but that doesn't make them
anything more than straw-man arguments.

And you consistently neglect the fact that it
was MY solution to the problem that was quite
literally represented the textbook,
"mainstream" physics. Not the "khayman80"
theory about how it should work.

I repeat: why don't you pick up a textbook and
find out for yourself?

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-10-27 13:46
(#48245735) Homepage Journal

... Yes, it is a simple yes or no
question. But it doesn't sufficiently
describe the problem. For just one
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example, you haven't mentioned
that the walls are being actively
cooled. ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-27]

That's because it doesn't matter whether the
walls are actively cooled. Their temperature
affects electrical heating power regardless.

... You aren't explaining that the
input power to the heater is
fixed. ... [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-27]

It doesn't matter if electrical heating power is
constant. Even if the source temperature is
held constant rather than electrical heating
power, the electrical heating power still
depends on the cooler chamber wall
temperature.

... You haven't mentioned the
geometry or the dimensions of the
objects we discussed... on and on
and on. The fact that your
proposed tweet is a simple
yes-or-no question is irrelevant.
It's not the same question. ...
[Jane Q. Public, 2014-10-27]

The dimensions and geometry also don't
matter. Regardless of size or shape, electrical
heating power still depends on the cooler
chamber wall temperature. And that's exactly
what Jane denies:

My energy conservation equation
is this: electrical power in =
(epsilon * sigma) * T^4 * area =
radiant power out [Jane Q.
Public, 2014-10-08]

Jane got the very first equation wrong, because
Jane refuses to write down an energy
conservation equation for a boundary around
the source without wrongly "cancelling" terms.
If he tried to do this just once, he'd realize that
electrical heating power depends on the cooler
chamber wall temperature.

... And you consistently neglect
the fact that it was MY solution to
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the problem that was quite literally
represented the textbook,
"mainstream" physics. Not the
"khayman80" theory about how it
should work. I repeat: why don't
you pick up a textbook and find
out for yourself? [Jane Q. Public,
2014-10-27]

Again, I'm trying to point out that you and the
other Slayers misunderstood your textbooks.
Electrical heating power depends on the cooler
chamber wall temperature. "Radiant power
output" doesn't. Sky Dragon Slayers have
confused two completely different fundamental
concepts.

Jane, if you're so sure that electrical heating
power doesn't depend on the cooler chamber
wall temperature... why not just ask Prof. Cox
if it does?

It's pretty clear that you're just scared he'll say
"yes", which would mean that your entire
calculation is wrong, from the very first
equation.

Parent Share
twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:2)

by dave420 (699308) Alter Relationship on 2014-10-21 23:14
(#48201819)

Climate is not usually measured in periods of less than 30 years,
so either you haven't got a clue, or are trying to create a reality
which simply doesn't exist. You do this every time, though, so it's
not surprising. You frequently get confused between sea ice and
ice on the land, and use the extent of the sea ice as some sort of
argument that the land ice is doing fine, when in fact the opposite
is usually the case.

Please grow up.
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Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-22 4:06 (#48202449)

Truth_Quark just said the 18 years of no warming has
ended because of the last 6 months.

So is it 30 years or 6 months? It appears it needs to be 30
years if you disagree with it and only 6 months if you agree
with it. THAT is why everyone thinks people like you are
not to be trusted, you constantly change your story and lie
about it.

Just yesterday I saw a story where Halloween will be
canceled because of too many polar bears, yes the same
bears that Al Gore told us would be extinct by now because
of global warming. Its almost as if when you make a claim
the world makes sure it doesn't come true.

Parent Share
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Re:WTF, the antarctic gets FO before me? (Score:0)

by Anonymous Coward on 2014-10-22 7:11 (#48203751)

Alas, THIS PAIR OF PAPERS shows rather solidly that there
isn't any "missing heat" being stored in the deep oceans.

Nice half-truth. You ignored that these articles (particularly the
first one) do show that energy is being stored in the upper oceans.
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